Diploma Seals Specifications

COLORS: Pantone Colors: PMS 648C and PMS 871 C

SIZE: 1.125” in diameter (the magenta dotted line shows where the trim should be and it should not be printed on the stickers)

PAPER: Any kind of white, sticker paper that your vendor suggests

Each sticker is in a separate zipped file. Inside each zipped file you will find 5 files: a copy of the specification sheet, and 4 file formats of the art .AI, .EPS, .PDF and .JPG. Each file is the exact same art. Please send your vendor all files and they will pick the best file format to use depending on their processes. You will likely not be able to open all of the file formats, but your vendor can.

The .JPG version does not include the magenta dotted lines and it is saved as RGB color. This version can be placed into Microsoft Word if you need to print these yourself.

If your vendor has any questions or problems with these files, please have them contact graphics@dpi.nc.gov.